TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
Thrilled at such a rich phantasmagoria of possibilities, I asked •
"Who's it by?"
"Can't remember the name/' said Kitty. "Some man. You'd
better come~and see."
Some man was Utrillo.
"Nice, isn't it?" Mum stood complacently with her head
cocked on one side. "What I say is, you might be there!"
As we were still too stunned for comment, she chatted on:
"Rene, for once, agrees with me. But you wouldn't believe the
nonsense she's been .talking about how we ought to clear away
all the other views and pictures and photos so as to have that one
hanging by itself over die mantelpiece. Well, I said, that would
look bare! Still," proudly, "you don't often see a picture like
that, not in a month of Sundays, do you 2 Best part of ^300 it
cost my Kitty. I'd no idea pictures ever cost as much as that, not
pictures one could buy oneself. It included the frame, but f ve
seen frames no worse for so/-, gilt, too. I tried to bargain with
the man, but he wouldn't take a penny less."
Most certainly you do not often see a picture like that, though
Utrillo is such a prolific painter. The usual two Paris streets joined
at a corner, a thin covering of snow on the ground, the little cafe
chairs against their iron tables up-ended, and that struck a note
of desolation in spite of the cheerful familiar signs Blanchisserie,
Charcuterie and Tabac . . . But, as usual again, I have to fall back
on fugitive escaping phrases like the "essence", the "elusive
quality", "a romantic feeling" ..„
Afterwards we went into committee again. If it had been
fascinating to wonder and imagine what picture Mum was going
to buy, given a free hand and a free purse, it was fifty times more
enthralling to try and discover why this quiet corner of Paris, seen
through Utrillo's eyes and brush, furnished Mum's soul as well as
her sitting-room with such satisfaction? We were bewildered,
horribly envious, and a little ashamed when we remembered how
we had let imagination go tipsy beforehand over the sort of picture
we had expected to find. Gradually, instead of forgetting all about
it, we became obsessed with the psychology of the whole incident.
Separately or in groups, we led Mum to talk about her treasure,
hoping to pick up some clue for her lapse into good taste. We
took her to the National Gallery and to the Tate and to private
shows, but not once did her comments reveal that in the slightest
degree did she know what she was talking about on the subject
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